On the deactivation of dopant and electronic structure in reactively sputtered transparent Al-doped ZnO thin films Author to whom the correspondence should be addressed; electronic mail:
david.horwat@mines.inpl-nancy.fr as transparent thin film transistors [1] , solar cells [2, 3] and UV light emitting diodes [4] . Among materials with n-type conductivity, zinc oxide with a Wurtzite structure (wZnO, P6 3 mc space group) doped with trivalent metal ions [5] (Al   3+   , Ga   3+   , In   3+   ) represents a promising alternative to indium-doped tin oxide (ITO) and fluorine-doped tin oxide (SnO 2 :F). Interest in n-type ZnO has intensified for several reasons: the greater availability of zinc and aluminum compared to tin and indium; the high transparency of n-type ZnO; and the electronic conductivity of n-type ZnO, which is presently equivalent to ITO but has potential for further improvement [6] . A few studies on Al doped ZnO (AZO) deposition have considered the issue of lateral heterogeneity of material properties, which is of prime importance in practical device production. In various magnetron sputtering (MS) experimental configurations [7, 8] , the resistivity of AZO films was found to be highly sensitive to the position of the samples with respect to the sputtering target. Tominaga et al [8] showed a clear correlation between local drops in conductivity and the flux of energetic oxygen particles drifting from the magnetron plasma loop to the growing film. A subsequent deactivation of the metal dopant by aluminum oxide formation was suggested. Since oxygen sub-and overstoichiometry also strongly affects the conductivity of pure ZnO and AZO [9, 10] , it has been difficult to identify the true origin of the lateral heterogeneity of electrical conductivity.
To investigate the origin of the lateral electrical heterogeneity, AZO films were prepared on soda lime glass substrates using reactive magnetron sputtering (MS) of an Al (4 at%)-Zn target. The target-substrate distance was 50 mm and the 2 inches where ∆E g is the bandgap shift from the value obtained in position 1. Such a shift may result from the Burstein Moss effect [11] . Thus, equation (1) already been observed for AZO films containing around 1.5 at % Al [7] . Nevertheless, the maximum conductivity was about 40 times higher in agreement with the existence of an optimum dopant concentration. When Al solutes substitute cation sites in ZnO, two kinds of defect equations are usually considered:
Where e' is a free electron.
and Al Zn +1/2 V Zn "
Substitution according to eq. 2 is predominant in dilute systems while the formation of doubly negatively charged Zn vacancies V Zn " as described in Eq. 3 [12] may impair the doping mechanism and reduce the mobility above a composition threshold.
Moreover, the formation of Zn vacancies may be facilitated by the bombardment by oxygen ions [13] which is larger on the magnetron axis [14] . However, a recent study showed that homologous Al 2 O 3 (ZnO) m structures similar to those found in ITO compounds could be formed in highly doped AZO films with formation energies lower than those required for Zn vacancies [15] . Such structures can schematically be for MS-deposited transparent AZO films [17, 18] . The variation in diffracted intensity across samples 1-4 can be attributed mainly to differences in crystal quality, asscans did not reveal significant c-axis tilting and the grain size estimated using the Scherrer formula [19] remained stable at 27 ± 3 nm. The trend in conductivity across the samples is the opposite to that of the diffracted intensity, which suggests the dopant efficiency is reduced while the crystal quality improves. That is in contradiction with the introduction of compensating defects such as VZn" or the supersaturated solid solutions (Al contents greater than 10 at.%) [15] . Such a phase introduces an expansion of the c-axis parameter when compared to bulk undoped ZnO. A progressive expansion of the c-axis parameter is observed in our AZO films, the value is 0.35% to 1.48% higher than that of pure bulk ZnO (c = 0.5205 nm) for sample 4 and 1, respectively. The same kind of evolution is observed in undoped films deposited under the same conditions but can be linked to the increase of inplane compressive stresses due to the bombardment by energetic oxygen ions [21] .
In the AZO films presented in this study we believe that the incoming flux of energy and stress induced c-axis expansion trigger the formation of the metastable homologous phase. This hypothesis is fully consistent with an improvement of the crystal quality with c-axis expansion as well as with a degradation of the electrical conductivity. 
